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Why not use complete MC simulation to generate pis? 

i.e., for a hypothesized x,y,z,t,p,ID simulate N complete events 
and tally up the pi based on MC prediction 
 
Then fitter moves along in the 7 dimensions (for a given ID) and 
tries a new point in that space and continues until L is 
maximized… 

This should in principal be the best one could do. 

Chroma Ray Tracer 

•  Waaaay too slow: 1 event would take ~few years 
•  Likelihood space is stochastic---how to find minimum? 

But 

Motivation was reconstruction in Cherenkov detectors: 



Chroma Ray Tracer 

S. Seibert 

Created by S. Seibert and A. LaTorre 



Chroma Ray Tracer 

S. Seibert 

Can be used for many things: 



Chroma Ray Tracer 

S. Seibert 



Very fast photon ray-tracing using graphics cards (GPUs) 
To make this work, Seibert and LaTorre had to re-invent the way 
geometry is handled in particle physics simulations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
`Triangle mesh’ surfaces (CAD) rather than volumes (GEANT4) 

Chroma Ray Tracer 



Chroma Ray Tracer 
Describing detectors is relatively easy: 



Chroma Ray Tracer 
Describing detectors is relatively easy: 

Inside 140 t dark matter detector 



Side benefit: very nice detector displays…. 

Chroma Ray Tracer 



Side benefit: very nice detector displays…. 

Chroma Ray Tracer 



Reconstruction/Simulation 
Chroma 

Side benefit: very nice detector displays…. 



With `physics’ turned on: 

This is not what your 
videogame or (probably) CAD 
program does 

Chroma Ray Tracer 



Chroma Ray Tracer 

•  “Ultra-fast” ray-tracing opens up new possibilities for 
photon-based detectors: 
•  Fast simulations 
•  MC-based reconstruction 
•  Interactive event displays 
•  Very fast design optimizations 

•  Has been made to work in RAT (as a ray-tracing “engine”) 
•  Other experiments already using this, including LAr-TPCs, 

LXe 0νββ, LS 
•  Open source including documentation! 

http://chroma.bitbucket.org 





Reconstruction/Simulation 
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 Stochastic Gradient Descent (`Fuzzy Fitter’) by Seibert 
But still: 

X (generalized to 7 dimensions) 


